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To 1,. Jeces-Jaogsme Bertroes
Minister of Miaation of the Provisos

of QUebeo.

N. Minister,

Ds the preemst Brief, the Canadian Dsetilute of
AM* lisoation has Me honour to submit its view on poet-
ssoonewy Adult lAsoation.

If the:'. ia one question idtioh inset dass the

attention of the loaders of our Provisos, it is indeed the

proem* elate of emeavenog of Adult !raining at the poet-
*monde* .74vd, 1. oonsiderati,on being given to the nem
legislation as ratified in Bin U.

Being mare of its responaibititiee as as eggnog
for oo-ordination and promotion in the field of admeation,
and as the basis orarpsrienoe gained fan an eateneive
Wady oast low to satoags the dmp-outs, the CZAR est sip
as Ad Roo Camtittee,ket Febreary,entruated with the fob-
towing terns of referonoss

- to emus the imodee of this type of Ms-
action as wit as diploma or certifies-
toe, taking into amount the Arturo dew/.b
vont of the 0 V.X.C.

- to okaeifil time rote and responsibititiss
of the institadions operating at this Wet.

- to forisaabe appropriate reoamendstiase.



Subssguontiy, ths work of thio Cossittse hoe been
oarejtilly mimed by the amoutivo Cassittes and by the
board of Dinotore of the CM.

Tho Aiding. of this study are rsoortki in the
remit Brief, the pompom of which is to guide the way to
the establishasnt of a oohermst policy for Adult Sciaation
at the MD Wet.

We thank mend Nr. Ministor for the kind attention
you WU diriot to the proposals and rsoomonendations of the
CM Brief which in our mind in but a preliminary review to a
more thorough study of Me differsnt issues underlined above.

lads !sine eloubert,
Executive Director

of CMS.
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. . Is its renumendatices warming the retcreutionof the Meal System), the forest Deport racoestel the Orlin"Nation of poetoeocadary level of dkoatica. At thattins, the Depertaat of 11 Audi= drafted preliminary does.most to present the staff mid the pommies of the futureColleges of Oemeral sad Vocational latioatian,(0.V.I.C).
( Illesatics Dosuneat i 3. Amur 251 1967). This ilr0Positics vas unified by so Order-imCouseil ( n. 331) ca buck30, 1962. At the mad of the following math of darealmr,

Oeseral Directorate of post-secandery abatis: and To-satiosal ?raking was created. After a long NUT, the Bill
that was to create these Colleges was govsented to Farlismest.This is hill Ill *Loh vas recently adopted.

2. For the nitijority of the populatica, this new lostof Mutation will be the ads of contindag education.
Cosseguatly it is of primary Isporteace for Adults. lower
sandals is the Sill agents the paramount fanatics of the0.V.Z.C. It is true that the 0.V.11.0., du to their autcsury,
Mill have to Saveloy by theeselves this type of Iftetion.
hat the silesse of the Law, even thou* it seems to leave Ides..
ty of latitude, might lead to the neglect of Adult aducatiet.
Vs might tied ourselves main in situation thereby the Malt
will be sossiderei to he as empties in sod colleges.

3. I* feet, es tar as adult educatfom is ocaomed, therehis alums bees saw diet:reposer %stases ?be Um and its egplieddies. It wee hoped that the new legislatLN maid pyrite the
=rity to meet this problem by determining clearly the rerpcm
ies of the 0.V.I.C. sad bestowing up= than the sense

eary authority awl staff.

Is. in view of these toots, the Cad des Tastitato ofAdult lidnostica ponders, as well as other wades. Its role is
to Nal with this ousetics, so mob so that this level of ahtow.
tics rests entirely upon the event: al edueatios of adults. For
this reams, a btAtia kmaittee use set no in this tallatita isfelonry 1ST. Its task was aat to make sa exhaustive maniaof all the aspects of the problem, but lasteed tb int:N:4We
more global agoras* to the vitae sitaatica.
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5.
As consequence of this work, the CIAZ presents to-

day a Brief which delineates the nein elf:nests of policy ofadult education at the post-secondary level. In the first point,
the needs and characteristics of the adult's are underliudsd u well
as the main issues to be taken into consideration. Finally, point9 deals with the question of division of responsibilities.

000 -0- coo
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1. MD FOR A POLICE

6: Under the provisions of Dy-Law a.3 ( Order-in-
Council n. 591), the level of education offered at the
0.V.E.C. lies in between the secondary and University
level. For me students it will be the and of their
regular studies and for others it will be a preparation
to University Education.

T. For Adults, this level of Education is of spe-
cial inwtance. Considering that:

1)For adults arriving at that level
of education and because of their'
former training, the activation to
further their studies is strong;

2)YouXg adults, having just finished
their secondary education are ;;ore
inclined to return to theik'studies;

3)Many young people still drop out after
the. secondary, level, for various
reasons, witithe intention to. resume
their studies at soap futuki date;

4)The training of asnagenent
and more necessary as the level of
training of labour *roves; *.

5)The new standards'of esgacomit based
an the school system bring bick
to school a host of people who are
not any more at the required level
( an example can be found in the case
of nurses or teachers);

6)Accordiug to the opinion of experts,
the constant progress of automation
will require fourteen years of schooling;

T)The Technological evolution calls for
continuing improvement;



8) The change of occupation, up to
3 or times in a lifetime, has
become common praotice in our time;

9) Due to the increase of leisure time,

the contemporary men is more inclined
to 'acquire culture but at the
same:time.in order to cope with the
situation, he requires a preparation;

10)The present trend of democratic par-
ticiletice calls for a higher information
and training; .'

it.imabsolutely necessary to foresee the sigoificant
number of adulti at this level of Eduzation. In short,
it can be said that this will be the turning point of
Adult Education, As a manor of fact, even if a large
area of population needs basic education and if this
trend is going to last. indefinitely even though it im-
prove, it isimportant to =eider the need. of another
constantly increasing part of the population to *Loh
these institutions will cater..

8. In our Society, undeniable :fight of the
individual to education ii recognise. by offering, in
principle, continued sedum to education. Put in order
Ube efficient, this principle out be built into the
stractares of the system. This means actually that
Milts must be accounted for st the very first etas, of
organisation of the' postsecondary level of education
instead of including them later in.an extension program
which more or less will not keallr belong to the rotes.

9.. .,.. In order to implement this objective, the
tme following interrelated prinCipler most be kept in
mind;

. :

1) to'avoid in any way to penalise
or to bear injustly upon the adult
who wishes to continue studies;
in other words to.give him the same
rights'as the regular student as to
the quality of education, the value
of diplaiss and certificates, and
teachere-attentico.



2. To take into account the typical

characteristics of the adult: tine
available, needs, ambitions, experi-
ence, skills, pressures of the en-
vironnent .

10. The need to immediately establish a coherent
and appropriate policy will appear from these few
considerations about the state of emergeacy and the
indispensable approach to remedy the situation. In
the following pages, an attempt will be made to
annunciate the main aspects to be considered in view
of the development of such a policy.

000 -0- 000
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2 OBJECTIVES OF THE POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION.

11. The Students engaged at the post-secondary
level have two possible choices: according to their
aspirations and meat, they can choose either a vas
caticaal training which enables them to enter the
labour market immediately after their training, or
a preparation for University Educations

12. However, in addition to these possibilities,
it should be mentioned that various courses considered
as . being extra-curricular and meeting special
needs of one group of persons, mat be offered at
this level, even it they do not lead to diploma or
credits.

13. Whether the student chooses one option or the
other or follows extra-curricular courses, he will be
buried in the same cultural dimension. A very dy-
namic meaning must .bq Given to the woreoultural".

It constitutes the sort of knowledge which enables an
to understand the world around him, starting with
selfknowledge. It is also an attitude and behaviour
flexible enough to make his adjust to the changes of
society. Thus the student in search of a vocational
training for instance, is not only learning a new
occupation or au techniques but he is at the sass
time trying to comprehend the position occupied in so-
ciety by an ensemble of techniques and functions.
The purpose of this training is not only meant to bene-
fit his professionally but mama to give his the aces
sary.. flexibility to adjust to the rapid technological
evo.bition...Thuo culture is not exclusively

based on knowledge or the put and is not limited to
the field of art or literature.

coo 000
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3- ADULT INTIMATION

Contrary to the regular student, the adult
undergoing training is not characterised by the mere
fact that he is studying. He can rather be defined
by his sociancomedeel situation connecting his to
the " world of labour". The responsabilities he assumed
previously made it possible for hill to acquire a
particular experience an one hand, and on the other
to tclansw pressures into account. These acquisitions
andj.obligatiaoi give a particular " pattern" to his
studiai. For instance, the mat remarkable aspect
mat be taken into consideration : impossibility to
organise his time at will. -

15. Traditionally, the system of Eduation has
been' designed and organised around the regular child
or student. The persons who could not adapt themselves
to this particular framework, as it.smukeepeciall,y.the
case for adults, were treated as exceptices. In such
a. system the danger vas to neglect this part of the
school population. Nut the adult student, particularly
at the post-socandarY level is not exception nowadays.
It is therefore inventive to include .hisi immediately
In the new system which is to be developed.

16. Consequently, the 0.V.E.C. must be made available
to the whole population and mast consider this adult as
a regular patron. Normally then,. the.Institution will
be open from morning to night including all regular
services: janitor, cafeteria, library, etc... The
facilities will as designed with the adult student in
mind: sestina rooms, classrooms equiped according to
their needs, etc...

17.. In the. 1111119 meaner, management, administration
and training will have to be put into the hands of a qualified

..if not exclusive staff. All too often, these functioiss have
been conoidered overtime duties.



18. It will be up to the management of the con -
cerned institutions to find the appropriate means to
met these needs. This will probably lead to inn°.
vaticas, because no " models" are provided by the
existing levels of Education.

19. . On the other hand it is the duty of the
Department of Education to stimulate end supervise
local initiatives. Consequently strong and specific
recommendations will have to be issued in order to
make room for the adult in the very structures of the
institutions. Moreover, the Department will have to
provide this sector of the population with an Gamete
and efficient service according; to its needs and
characteristics.

20. However, the Department of iucatio must
also coordinate its internal service" which seem
sometimes rigidly dsfined.Aduit Education must be
taken into consideration in all areas: acwidnIatration,
finances, construction, equipment, human resources.
It is in effect unthinkable for the Department to
approve Plane for sultipurposs complexes when the
adult student is not accounted for. In the same mea-
ner, bidgets with no provisions for this kind of edu-
cation should not be accepted.

21. The establishment; of appropriate standards
to bs applied in all circumstances is imperative.

Responsibility for coordination in this field lies
in the hands of the Central Directorate offtniinuing
Education. It is indispensable that all other dio.
rectorate' consult this service. eatiA time adult edu-
cation is concerned.

22. For their part, Student Associations must
also take adult students into consideration. The
latter will contribute as well as the younger ones
to the development of their institutions. It is
suggested that both groups of students 'Should co-.
operate in the.menner they deem

000 .0- 000
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4.1111FORMATION, GUIDANCE AIM ADNIEDION

. :23. The Adult iishing to complete or improve his
vocational or general needs information
about the available resources and the goals he might
be able to achieve. Consequently, he has to select
the appropriate stout in relation to his aspirations
and skills. At last; he must be admitted to an Insti-
tistitel. This equence pf steps generally takes
place at the tiara! registration. 'This practice
is due to 'a lack of organisation and loads to multiple
dieadvintaies.

-

a) Information

2i. Information represents an important' cendition for the
Adult to return to his studies. The Adult is sore
motivated to get involved when he is veil iliformed
about the existintpaniibilities and he has also
mom chaste to select what is best suited for him.
Citsequently the moat complete information mug be
'made available to hie.

-9-

25. For this purpose, it is suggested to initiate
an Organisatial or Bureau, at the provincial level, in
'vimf of pboling ail documentation frarriabour and
Siltation. This office would not meet the need of
Pbst4.secondarY level exclusively, but al the contrary
would serve the population as a whole. Its role would
be also to circulate informations.

*26. . For this purpose, local services will have
to:be provid.' One function of each G.T.E.C. will
be to operate an information service through all
gtailable.modia for the benefit `'of the whole pow-k
cation of the area.

b) Guidance.

27.Nevertheless this information about oNeatives and
methods will not indicate'specificelly ithat each an
is supposed to do to reach the goal.



The Adult needs a thorotigh knowledge of the re.
quiremonts of the goals he has in mind and the best
ways to reach them tram his personal situation. This
requires the creation of a guidance service available
to everybody.

26. The Counsellor appointed to the Adult students
will need a thorough knowledge of the different jobs
and positions, their requirements as *well. as all bier-
nation about the corresponding curriculum and courses.

. Be isexpected to have enough experience and maturity
in order to be able to make a correct appreciation of
the situation of the adult looking for guidance.

c) Admission.

29. Admitting anyone to a certain level of Education means
that he is considered as having the ability to pursue

. his studies at that level. Until now, individual apti-
tudes were measured in terms of the grades obtained
previously. This situation, although it might be ac-
ceptable to the regular students bears ,injustly on
Adults as a consequence of frequent modifications of
the schooling system and the lack of consideration
towards their personal achievements. For instance, an
adult having just finished his secondary level only

A few years ago has no longer the required diplomas in

, order to enter the post-secondary level to -day. This doss
not amen he is not qualified to study .at this level.

. 30. Consequently, the question is to measure the *xi.
tudo:: of a given candidate tef using a method which

will not take into account the diplomas exclusively.

It is suggested to set up eystem of skill evaluation

. instead of evaluating the acquired knowledge. Marian
Valera are presently using methods of this type.

31. The same holds true in the timid of equivalent
standards. There is presently no system which could
tree a person from such courses that have been studied
and assimilated previously. The equkralences are nor
tires granted haphazardly.

1
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32. Intensification of research already under-
taken in this area; is imperative. It is urgsnt to
define standards of Weisel= as soon as possible
in order to avoid frastrating the potential adult
student. The Adult is often obliged to follow inade-
quate programs or is simply barred !maths post-
secondary level.

33. It is evident that the adebsice standards
far the extra-curricular series of courses will have
to be very flexible. The interested person will be
required to be able to follow the course concerned,
without undue insistanco on his knowledge in other
areas unless this is a prerequisite to the under-
standing of the coarse.

34. Let us stress tidally the special problem
met by adults who have been trained in a different
country. It is often difficult to evaluate such
programs and to grant fair equivalences.accordingly.
For this purpose, it is urgent to establish &prece-
dent based on the jurisprudence related to the appli-
cations. In this manner the procedure mould be expe-
dited and it would be & further step towards
unification of some official recognitions. The
Department of Education should look into this matter
systematically so that it would not bear injustlY
On the new citizens of Quebec.

coo -0- 000



5. MAGOON

35. The Adult process of learning is differen.:
from the teen-apes. Die to the multiplicity or
his experiences, the adult has built many represen-
tations of his surroundings and developed at the
same time'various areas of interest.. Consequently,
he is not supposed to disregard his knowledge and
attainments, but on the contrary to make full use
of them.

36. Moreover, the Adult demands lore in terms
of ufficiency. Re refuses to waste time if matters
under consideration seem far fro reality to his.
Mil constitutes an important factor which motivates
the adult to follow or to drop a course.

37. Above all, the type of relation which mist
take place between teacher and 'student is most
*Natant. A relation of a paternalistic or en-
lhoritative type, as was often the case in tra-
ditional pedagogy, clashes with his personality
soils often rejected by the adult: this cannot
take place explicitely with the regular student.
Ca the contrary a nce-directive relationship
appealing to the experience of the individual and
to his group has to be established.

35. It then 'becomes evidarit that the same teach
ins methods cannot be applied without discrimi-
nation so adults and to regular students. It seems
then appropriate to develop methods tailored to the
adult and which do not remind him of his childhood.
To this effect, the new emotion techniques, such
is programmed education, seem to be of particular
advent4e for the adult when they are carefully
mixed with discussion and comparison of experience.



39. This type of pedagopy and methods holy the
OH of new Jeans of easement. The " traditional
examination" is not the only means of central *Loh
will has to be adjusted to the new methods. Came-
quaintly, the necessary research is the field of pedegow
a sod methods eat include also the field of the swag
of evaluatica.

we ..0.- 000
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6. Dimas

110. The diploma obtained by the adult at the end
of his studies should have the same value as the reap.
lar student's diploma even if it has been acquired within
a shorter peribd of tim or according to different
methods. Diplomas are meant to recognise a certain
level of skill or knowledge viUout 'consideration of the
isnot of the studies or the method according which the
knowledge vas acquired. Then it would be to the aimed
vantage of the Adult to give him a special certificate
which might have less recognition.

In our Society where aplomas occupy a first
rank position, the adult has to be protected againet
exploitation stemming from their pro1144ration. Amy
institution of lmarnimg assumes the right to .,liver
diploma. Of course these are but certificates stating
that somebody attended the courses of a given institution.
But this situation leads to =effusion if the public is
not made aware of the exact value of these certificates.
It is hoped that a sort of .accreditation office will be set up
in order to check the value of diplomas end to inform
the public without impairing initiatives.
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42. What has been mentioned above leads to the con-
clusion that Adult education is a specific task, re-
quiring specially trained personnel. Consequently,
the 0.V.I.C.most provide the necessary staff alms
with amazement, administration, research and education.

Mention has already been made about the lack of desira-
bility of using personnel working overtime. The
whole system has to be re-designed in a new perspective.
Legislation, regulations and interpretation of collective
agreeme-ts concerning in particular the standards
of employment and working conditions require a thorough
study and possibly mmme re-organisation in order to
really meet the needs of continuing education. Using
evenings, week -ends and summer months should be cal-.
adored in order to cater to these categories of persons.
This is an entirely new task and it is not desirable
to act within a frame which was never set up for that
purpose.

43. It is true that the training of this kind of person-
nel . has not yet been undertaken in our environment,
even if several Universities are presently studying
the matter. The lack of graduate apecialists should
not prevent us to organise such en essential service
for the inetituticn. Competent and interested persons
could be called upon to fore a group and they should
be given the means to upgrade their knowledge on the
spot. For instance within an Institution, seminars
and meetings could be organised, or in co-operation with
several after institutions in order to pool and evaluate
different experiences and to study various relevant
questions.

In the meantime an effort should be lade to free
ions members of the staff in order to enable them to
pursue tlieir studies in this field. For this purpose,
the Department of Adulation could provide the necessary
funds by granting scholarships for instance; and the
General Directorate aCostietaiekEducation ammo the
necessary no-ordination.
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8 . NNIANd.

45. All points touched upon in this brief report
stress, the sane urgent problem nesearch. Indeed
this field on adult education is comparatively new
in the world and absolutely new in oUr Country where
we never really assessed the experiences that have
been undertaken. To cope with this task is an esea*iel
Condition to "obtain an appropriate and efficient
adhlt education.

Along with basic research on psyaltalacy of the
adult, pedagogy, management, applied isesearch mist
also been carried out by the teaching staff. Then
it is not appropriate to leave the question entirely
into the hands of Universities and to wait for the
ccepletion of their studies before expert tinting with
new methods, techniques and new .assns of iOntrol. It
is. the duty of istectls 0.V.S.C. to look for, new ways to
met the needs as Aka appear.

..- .

id. Par this purpose, we suggest the appointment of
a research director for each 0.V.I.C. who would be
in charge of the guidance and co-ordination of the ex-
periences conducial by the teaching teas.

O. 111 the other hind, it would be inportent to
co-ordimakethesi expedites@ at the provincial level
in order to avoid duplisiation and hasten. the prelims
of the work. This could be achieved through regular
lettings between t se various kesearch director.
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9.ADUI/f EDUCATION: A PUBLIC SERVICE

49. Adult education belmigs to the field of public
servicos. Consequently, it must serve the population as
a whole and commands a clarion effort to meet its objectives.
We already noted, in passing, some of the responsibilities
bestowed upon the institutions and the Government in this
respect. Without coming back to what has already been said,
letus consider now the responsibilities of the Government,
of the business world and of the socio-economic agencies.

a) Responsibilities of the Government

50.n is not enough for the State to organise services and to
publicise them through appropriate media of cormamication,
its task is Mier to make' them available to all.

. '..
51. The distances and the shortage of teachers are among

the first difficulties to be oVerceme. Particularly for
adults, it would be imertant to decentralise some education
services. It is impossible to expect someone who has been
working all day, to travel fifty or one hundred miles three
times a week to attend courses. On the other hand, it is
possible to-dayto get in touch with the person swan in his
home, to dispense the education she needs, without necessarily
multiplying the number of teiChers.

52. The communications media like radio, television or
programmed education make it possible to abolish distances
and remedy the shortage of teachers. Hoiever, these tools
are not absolute. It is necessary to combine them and to
arrange personal and collective meetings if they are to be
fruitful. Ithas already been suggested to set up teams of
teachers or animators who would visit and'meet with the students
regularly. On the other band, if the pooling of correspondence
courses with radio and TV programmes 'id 'considered, which would
be excellent, then a complete change of the method , - .

' curriculum should be provided for.
'
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53. The provision for the organisation of the
system lies with the State. The, analysis of the
methods and the assessment of efficiency lie also
with the State. The cooperation or the O.V.S.C.
in this operation would naturally be required,
mostly as far as production and assessment of the
results are concerned.

54. Another obstacle .preventing the adult Cr=
taking advantage of the education offered is a fi-
nancial me. The state Should then revise its stu-
dent aid policy, taking sore into account the special
condition of adults. Moreover, the tine has come
now to .deivelop some laws concerning the leavesdvf.
education. Several systems are already in existence
in other countries. It should then be convenient to
study the advantages and limitations Of these system
in order to establish a legislation miitable to our
environment.

55. tie will never Wild toomuch in this brief
about the role of the General Directorate of Com.
tinuinrduostion.It is not useless to remind that
his field of activities covers all the education
sector. It belongs to this Directorate to be pre
occupied by adult education at all levels, to be
present when the governmental politics concerning
adult 'education are elaborated.

-56, On these points, as well as di the adult edu-cation services's, a whole, the State mat start
gem* commication with the: population. Infor-

'Mien and feedback about the situation and the
comparison of. the solutiais offered on either side
are essential for the implementation of consistent
and appropriate policies.



b) Business responsibilities

57. Business has a role to play in order to support the
efforts made in the field of education. FUrthermore, this
service rendered tO Society remains to its advantage. Thus
the constant need for improvement of its staff will be met
in as much as efficient tools vill be provided for adult
education.

58. The first responsibility of the business world is
to crests the appropriate climate for continuing education.
Management must be concerned with the person who wishes to
further his vocational or general training by introducing
saes flexibility in working conditidas. It is not unusual,
for instance, to find businesses ready to pay for the costs
of training, but the same businesses are reluctant to.set
up the proper organisation in order to free their staff
frog evening work or to adjust the tasks accordingly.

59. Another contribution would be to develop a field
for training and experimentitice. In co-operation with
the 0.V.B.C., the Manpower Centers, the joint Committees
and the Vocational Centers, the improvement of staff could
take place mostly on the job. It would be adequate to
allocate a number of periods to theoretical studies, by
freeing the persons concerned so that they could attend
courses offered in the, institutions or by providing fa-
cilities and television sets if the courses are televised,
or "teaching machines" if' instruments for programmed
education are available in this field.

60. Moreover, the business world any share some of the
costs of this education. One can mention, for instance,
scholarship programs or paid training- leaves, taking into
account the achievements of the adult student, this not
only allows some supervision hntat the same time encourages
the more gifted and serious students. The business must
also draw its attention to the field of research- In
addition to offering a field for experimentation it can --tar
part of the financing of this research.
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61. Last, but not least, these agencies of the
economic life should discuss their employment policy
with the competent authorities. Such a casultatica
would allow perhaps a better adjutant between the
dread of the employers and vocational training. This
remark is especially relevant to the adults who used
further training.

0j 1ssnansibilities of the socio- ecnoaeicsl assn_.

62. The socio-economical agencies have a double tactics.
The first moans their members or their environment.
It is primarily to wake the population aware of the
need for training and to disseminate information
about the resources available.

63. The second !Unction operates at the decision-
:king level. These agencies are elements within a con-
sultative structure and imitation accordingly as feed-

. back dawns. lionally their role is to infoni the
. decision-making centers about the needs and aspirations

of the people andto channel feed-tack trot part of
the population concerning the proposed solutions.

61e. Such a dialogue including information and
feed-back, mewls= of the objectives and implemen-
tation methods in order to reach a fair aareenont,
constitute genuine consultative participa4ion. In
this area, we depart from political pressure, public
cionceasue and expert appraisal. The agencies to be
qualified for this task in this connection are only
those with specifics end well Sefinatrobjerkives, with
a representative structure and mans of 2...tormation
directed to their sabers.
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CONCLUSION.

68. This brief glance at the question under study
gives us the opportunity to stress the necessary
essence of the approach upon which our efforts must be
directed. The CIA' is of the opinion that mileutones
have been laid on the road towards fostering* coherent
and appropriate policy and that at the same time the
urgency of his application to our enviramment has
been demonstrated.

66. It is iaportant to underline the basic issue
that will support the development of adult education
as has been suggested in this Brief. It is of para-

mount importance to immediately integrate adult edu-
cation within the whole ignites in order to avoid a

later link that might prove superficial or detrimental.

67. Consequently, a set of laws to foster the post-
secondary level of adult education shouid be formu-
lated without delay tovthor with appropriate weosures
and means in order to implement efficiently these laws.

68. In this Prior, the C.I.A.& trims the liberty
to pinpoint three points of particular urgency: the
first one concerns the student himself: the proper
means of information and counselling mmst be devised

and at the is time the establisheaent of fair ad-

mission standards must be ecctlerated. The second

point deals with the staff: each 00/.11.0. must hire
the necessary staff and organise his training: ap-

plied research must be initiated alms with evaluation
of the findings in order to improve the techniques
of adult education programs.

69. Adult Iducation calls for a pooling of the
efforts. The responsibilities do not lie with a
few only, but must be shared between all. It if only

through this collective mobilisation that suchen im.
portant task will be carried out. TIE ti
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